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Introducing Metris. As the first mid-size commercial van from 
Mercedes-Benz, the Metris will change the way you do business.  
Gone are the days of settling for vehicles that are too small for 
your cargo or too bulky for your garage. Metris is sized just right 
to fit anything and anywhere.

POSSABILITIES
METRIS GIVES YOUR BUSINESS ENDLESS

Cargo & Passenger Vans
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Metris fits virtually any business. From HVAC to carpentry, courier to general contracting, and taxi to luxury limousine, 

Metris has you covered. It’s small when it needs to be and big where it counts.

RIGHTSIZE
BIGABILITY
CARGO VAN

186 cu. ft. of cargo volume

111.5" of cargo length

2,502-lb max. payload

37.8" side door opening width

4,960-lb towing capability

PASSENGER VAN

Seating for 7 (optional for 8)

Over 40" of headroom

Generous leg and shoulder room

Standard sliding doors on both sides

SMALLABILITY

74.4" height (Passenger), 75.2" height (Cargo)

Fits in suburban garages

Fits through low parking structures

38.7' turning radius

Remarkable car-like handling

Cargo & Passenger Vans
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The Metris Cargo Van was purposefully built for the long haul. It has the payload, durability, and versatile cargo 

space you’d expect from a larger model, yet parks conveniently in your garage at the end of the day. With a 

combined 23 miles per gallon,19 it’s not just efficient when it comes to gasoline—it’s built to work for long periods 

without service or maintenance, giving you one of the lowest costs of ownership in its class. 

CARGOVAN
Cargo Van
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Sliding Doors  
Side doors open up to 
37.8", for even easier 
access to your cargo.

186 Cubic Feet  
of Cargo Volume  
Metris is spacious 
enough to stow over  
75 sheets of 4'x8' 
plywood.
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Rear Door Options  
Choose between standard 
270° and 180° opening 
rear doors or a single  
flip-up tailgate.

QUICK FACTS

Maximum payload: 2,502 lbs

Cargo volume: 186 cu. ft. 

Towing capacity: 4,960 lbs

Engine: 208-horsepower, 2.0-liter, 4-cylinder, 
direct-injection, turbocharged gasoline engine 

Transmission: 7G-TRONIC Automatic Transmission

87 octane minimum (91 octane recommended), 
combined 23 mpg19

Turning radius: 38.7'Factory Partition with 
Extended Loading Feature

Cargo Van
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Seating for 7

202.4"

Optional Seating for 8

75.9"

PASSENGERVAN
Metris is the first choice when it comes to moving passengers safely and efficiently, providing a suite of standard 

safety technologies such as curtain airbags1 all around, Load-Adaptive Electronic Stability Program (ESP®)18 with 

Crosswind Assist,3 and ATTENTION ASSIST.®2 Although it has space enough for up to eight passengers, it offers fuel 

consumption comparable to that of a much smaller van, with a combined 22 mpg.19 Add optional comfort features 

like electric sliding doors and Automatic Climate Control, as well as additional safety features such as Active Parking 

Assist, Blind Spot Assist,5 COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST,4 and Lane Keeping Assist,6 and you have the perfect van 

for your shuttle, chauffeur, or taxi business in the garageable size you want.

Passenger Van
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Roomy Interior 
With over 40" of 
headroom and plenty 
of legroom, your 
passengers don’t just 
get there—they get 
there comfortably. 

Seating Capacity 
With two available 
seating configurations, 
you can carry up to  
eight people.

Optional 
Electric Sliding Doors 
Open or close the  
sliding door with the 
push of a button, for  
extra convenience. 

Airbags1 
With driver and 
passenger front 
airbags, driver and 
front passenger side 
thorax airbags, and 
window curtain airbags 
throughout, every 
occupant is protected.
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QUICK FACTS

Seating for 7 (optional for 8)

Dual sliding doors (electric optional)

Towing capacity: 4,960 lbs

Engine: 208-horsepower, 2.0-liter, 4-cylinder,  
direct-injection, turbocharged gasoline engine

Transmission: 7G-TRONIC Automatic Transmission

87 octane minimum (91 octane recommended), 
combined 22 mpg19

Turning radius: 38.7'

Passenger Van
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ATTENTION ASSIST®2

Crosswind Assist3

Driver and Passenger Airbags1

ADVANCEDSAFETY
Whether you choose a spacious Cargo Van or a comfortable Passenger Van, you’ll feel safe knowing 

your Metris is packed with Mercedes-Benz driver assistance systems.

Driver and Passenger Airbags1

The driver and passenger front, thorax, and window airbags 

help protect you and your passengers in the event of 

a collision. Passenger Vans are also equipped with rear 

curtain airbags.

 

Crosswind Assist3

Windy day? No problem. Crosswind Assist senses wind 

velocity and gently brakes individual wheels to keep you 

in your lane. 

ATTENTION ASSIST®2

Long day? ATTENTION ASSIST® helps prevent drowsy 

driving by monitoring your driving patterns and provides 

an early warning in case tiredness is detected. 

Load-Adaptive Electronic Stability Program (ESP®)18

This dynamic handling system actively intervenes to help 

keep the van firmly under control and safe by automatically 

braking individual wheels and reducing engine power 

to help stabilize the vehicle if wheelspin, understeer, or 

oversteer is detected. 

Enhanced features include Brake Assist System (BAS®),9 
which senses emergency braking via the speed at which 

the driver presses the brake pedal and instantly applies 

maximum available power boost to reduce stopping 

distances. Trailer Stability Assist (TSA), for vehicles 

with a trailer coupling (available as an option), provides 

added safety when towing and uses sensors to detect the 

swinging motion of the trailer and selective wheel braking 

applications to help stabilize the vehicle and trailer.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT 
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Rear View Camera7 Active Parking Assist COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST4

Blind Spot Assist5

Using radar sensors to monitor approaching vehicles on 

multilane highways, this system will detect vehicles in your 

blind spot and alert you visually and audibly.

COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST4

COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST can help prevent rear-

end collisions. If the vehicle traveling ahead of you comes 

within a potentially dangerous distance, this system 

will provide you with visual and audible warnings. In an 

emergency situation, it’ll even boost braking-pressure 

levels via ESP®’s Brake Assist System (BAS®).9 

Lane Keeping Assist6

The Metris will warn you if you unintentionally cross 

visible lane markings or change lanes without using your 

turn signal, thus helping to prevent accidents.  

Rear View Camera7

Parking made easier. This visual parking aid is activated 

when the Reverse gear is selected, giving you a perfect 

view of what’s going on behind you as well as providing 

overlays with which to guide you. 

Active Parking Assist and PARKTRONIC
When engaged, Active Parking Assist detects a suitable 

parking space and helps maneuver your Metris into it by 

autonomously steering and providing brake assistance. 

PARKTRONIC uses sensors in the front and rear bumpers 

to detect nearby obstacles. 

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT 

Blind Spot Assist5

Cargo & Passenger Vans
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AFFORDABILITY
Metris keeps your total cost of ownership low and your productivity high. When you spend less time and money on 

maintenance, your whole company runs more smoothly. Metris fits your business—and your bottom line.

Efficient Gasoline Engine
A 208-horsepower, 2.0-liter, 4-cylinder, direct-injection, turbocharged gasoline engine 
has plenty of get-up-and-go, while keeping emissions and fuel consumption low. At a 
combined 23 mpg for Cargo and 22 mpg for Passenger,19 Metris offers all the space and 
power you need with fuel consumption comparable to that of a small-size van.

7G-TRONIC Automatic Transmission
Refined for maximum efficiency and unmatched comfort, a quick-shifting 7-speed automatic 
transmission delivers better fuel economy, reduced noise, and longer service life.

Optional ECO Start/Stop
This function reduces fuel consumption and emissions by shutting off the engine when 
the vehicle is at a standstill, helping you lower the total cost of ownership—especially in 
the city and in stop-and-go traffic.

Up to15,000-Mile Service Interval12

Because tune-ups and repairs can feel like bumps in the road, Metris boasts an impressive 
service interval of up to 15,000 miles.12 Your van will spend less time in the shop and more 
time on the job.

Cargo & Passenger Vans
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It may stow and tow like a large commercial vehicle, but it doesn’t have 
to feel like one. Metris drives with a Best-In-Class turning radius and easy 
car-like handling. Electromechanical steering with standard gearshift 
paddles responds to wheel turning quickly, returns to the straight-line 
position swiftly, and maneuvers easily at high and low speeds.

A 5.8" high-resolution display screen puts you in touch with an optional 
Becker® MAP PILOT Navigation System,15 for peace of mind on the 
road. An optional multifunction steering wheel gives you control over 
music, phone calls, navigation, and more, right where you need it. With 

everything at your fingertips, you can feel comfortable knowing you’re 
always on the right track.

Thanks to an available Automatic Climate Control System and 
heated front seats, both driver and passengers can enjoy the perfect 
temperature, mile after mile. With seating that feels more like that 
of a sedan, standard cruise control, two large cup holders (with two 
additional cup holders standard for front passengers), and plenty 
of cockpit storage options, you just might forget you’re driving a 
commercial van.

COMFORTABILITY

ABOVE LEFT: ELECTROMECHANICAL STEERING AND GEARSHIFT PADDLES 
ABOVE CENTER: TWO LARGE CUP HOLDERS AND TWO ADDITIONAL CUP HOLDERS STANDARD FOR FRONT PASSENGERS 
ABOVE RIGHT: HIGH-RESOLUTION DISPLAY SCREEN
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Whether for business or for pleasure, the Metris Van is designed with 

your future in mind and can be easily transformed by a MasterUpfitter. 

Mercedes-Benz allows qualified upfitters to become part of the 

MasterUpfitter network. These experts in their respective fields 

work to the highest standards and uphold the Upfitting Guidelines, 

giving you confidence during your next purchase. 

Join thousands of companies that put more into their Metris Van—and 

get more out of their business. So, how will you customize your Metris?

CUSTOMIZEABILITY

LEFT AND ABOVE: EXAMPLES OF CUSTOMIZABLE OPTIONS 
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SAFETY/PROTECTION (CONT’D) CARGO VAN PASSENGER VAN

Crosswind Assist3 S S

ATTENTION ASSIST®2 S S

Front, thorax, and window airbags S S

Rear passenger window airbags S S

Automatic headlights S S

OPTIONS/PACKAGES (HIGHLIGHTS)

DRIVER EFFICIENCY PACKAGE

Becker® MAP PILOT Navigation System15 • •

Storage tray, lower console • • 

Rear view camera7 • • 

Fog lamps • • 

Cruise control • •

ACTIVE SAFETY PLUS PACKAGE WITH ACTIVE PARKING ASSIST

Leather rim, chrome trim for steering wheel • •

Multifunction steering wheel with trip computer • • 

PARKTRONIC with Active Parking Assist • • 

COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST4 • • 

Blind Spot Assist5 • •

Rain sensor • •

4.2" pixel matrix display • •

Lane Keeping Assist6 • •

Heated and electrically adjustable mirrors • •

Illuminated exits • •

First-aid kit • •

STANDARD FEATURES (HIGHLIGHTS)

PERFORMANCE/CAPABILITY CARGO VAN PASSENGER VAN

2.0-liter, 4-cylinder, direct-injection, turbocharged gasoline 
engine (208-hp / 258 lb-ft)

S S

7-speed automatic transmission with standard gearshift 
paddles (7G-TRONIC Automatic Transmission)

S S

Up to 15,000-mile service interval12 S S

17" steel wheels with 225/55 R17 all-season tires S S

Electromechanical steering S S

PRODUCTIVITY/UTILITY

Audio 15 – radio, 5.8" display, FM/AM, iPod,® USB S S

Bluetooth® telephone interface and audio streaming S S

Passenger side sliding door S S

2 large cup holders and 2 additional cup holders for front passenger S S

Tinted rear windows with rear-door wipers and washers S S

Standard 270° opening rear doors S —

Standard 180° opening rear doors — S

Driver side sliding door — S

Removable 2nd and 3rd row seat bench (7-seat package) — S

Rear air conditioning unit — S

SAFETY/PROTECTION

Load-Adaptive Electronic Stability Program (ESP®)18 S S

Trailer Stability Assist (TSA) S S

Brake Assist System (BAS®)9 S S

EQUIPMENT

S STANDARD   • AVAILABLE   — NOT AVAILABLE 
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CARGO PROTECTION PACKAGE CARGO VAN PASSENGER VAN

LED light strip in rear compartment • —

Full-height plastic paneling, sidewalls/rear doors • — 

Cargo lashing rails, floor, plus four anchors13 • — 

Anchors (four) for lashing rails13 • — 

Cargo lashing rails, waist line13 • —

Cargo straps, D-rings13 — RECOMMENDED • —

COLD WEATHER PACKAGE  

Heated windshield washer system • •

Heated front passenger seat • • 

Heated driver seat • • 

Electric booster for heating • • 

ECO START/STOP PACKAGE

ECO Start/Stop • •

Buffer battery for ECO Start/Stop • • 

AGM battery 12V/95Ah 850A • — 

Alternator 14V/190A • — 

ACCESSORIES
Floor mats • •

Mud flaps • • 

17" multispoke wheels • • 

Wind deflectors • • 

Cargo area tray • •

OPTIONS/PACKAGES (HIGHLIGHTS CONT’D)

MULTIFUNCTION WHEEL/DISPLAY PACKAGE CARGO VAN PASSENGER VAN

Leather rim, chrome trim for multifunction steering wheel • •

Multifunction steering wheel with trip computer • • 

4.2" pixel matrix display • • 

PREMIUM APPEARANCE PACKAGE

Bumpers painted in vehicle color • •

Roof rails, black • • 

17" 5-spoke light alloy wheels • • 

INTERIOR APPEARANCE PACKAGE

Chrome accents, interior — • 

Illuminated vanity mirrors — • 

Premium overhead control — • 

Reading lights in rear grab handle — •

Front footwell lighting — •

Carpeting, rear — •

Carpeting, front — •

Comfort suspension — •

HIGH-PERFORMANCE AIR CONDITIONING

Automatic Climate Control — •

Air conditioning, enhanced power — • 
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CAPACITIES CARGO VAN PASSENGER VAN

Fuel tank 18.49 g 18.49 g

Max. roof load 331 lbs 331 lbs 

Payload 2,502 lbs 1,874 lbs 

GAWF/GAWR 3,417 lbs 3,417 lbs

Towing 4,960 lbs 4,960 lbs 

GVWR 6,724 lbs 6,724 lbs

GCWR 11,684 lbs 11,684 lbs

DIMENSIONS CARGO VAN PASSENGER VAN

Length 202.4" 202.4"

Width with mirrors 88.3" 88.3" 

Width without mirrors 75.9" 75.9" 

Height 75.2" 74.4" 

Height with roof rails 77.1" 76.3"

Wheelbase 126" 126"

Overhang front/rear 35.3"/41.1" 35.3"/41.1"

Cargo length (without partition) 105.4" 27.5"

Cargo length (with through-loading partition) 111.5" —

Max. cargo width 66.3" 61.1" 

Cargo floor width (between wheelhouse) 50" 47.4"

Min. cargo height 53.8" 52.2"

Max. cargo height 55" 52.4"

Cargo volume 186 cu. ft. 38 cu. ft.

Side-door opening width (at floor) 37.8" 35.5"

Turning radius, wall-to-wall 38.7' 38.7'  

Headroom (driver/passenger) 39.6" 39.6" 

Headroom (2nd row) — 41.5" 

Headroom (3rd row) — 40.5"

TECHNICAL 
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Black Leatherette (VU9)Tunja Black Fabric (VY2)

AVAILABLE COLORS

UPHOLSTERY

Cavansite Blue Metallic (890) Brilliant Silver Metallic (744)

Obsidian Black Metallic (197)Arctic White (147)

Indium Grey Metallic (963)

Pebble Grey (701) Jupiter Red (589)

Dolomite Brown Metallic (526) Flint Grey Metallic (368)

Navy Blue (610)

Mountain Crystal White (134) 
(Passenger Van only) 
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Retail Loan 

These simple-interest, fixed-payment packages can include van, 

upfit equipment, and aftermarket products in one contract.

FMV Lease

A closed-end lease agreement (also known as a “walkaway lease”) 

that stipulates that the lessee simply turn in the vehicle and walk 

away at lease maturity and after meeting all contractual obligations, 

subject to certain return conditions and mileage restrictions.

TRAC Lease10

A Terminal Rental Adjustment Clause (TRAC) Lease doesn’t 

require any acquisition fee, up-front payment, or excess mileage 

charges, and lease payments may be expensed against income.

Owners are responsible for the residual value of the vehicle.

ZERO-TRAC Lease11

Offers many of the same benefits as a TRAC, but is a fully amortized 

lease that offers ownership of the vehicle at lease end with little or 

no cash outlay.

Through Mercedes-Benz Financial Services, we offer a variety of financing products and solutions 
with flexible benefits tailored specifically to meet the needs of your business.8

FINANCEABILITY
Cargo & Passenger Vans
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Extended Limited Warranty⁶ (ELW)14

We understand how vehicle downtime can impact your 
business. Protect one of your most valuable investments 
with the no-hassle convenience of a Mercedes-Benz Metris 
Extended Limited Warranty.

The Mercedes-Benz Metris ELW offers several attractive features:
•  Repairs by factory-trained technicians utilizing high-tech 

diagnostic equipment.
• Repairs completed with Genuine Mercedes-Benz Parts.
•  No risk to you; may be cancelled at any time prior to the New 

Vehicle Limited Warranty expiration for a full refund.
•  Honored by all authorized Mercedes-Benz Vans dealerships.
• No deductibles or cumbersome claims processing.
• No approvals required prior to repairs.

Choose the plan that fits your Metris and your business:
• 1-year/up to 75,000 miles
• 2-year/up to 90,000 miles
• 3-year/up to 105,000 miles
• 4-year/up to 120,000 miles

Roadside Assistance
All Mercedes-Benz Vans come standard with our 24-hour 
Roadside Assistance Program16 and expert advice 24/7 
through the Mercedes-Benz Customer Assistance Center. 
Several additional products help keep you out of the service 
center and working hard.

Prepaid Maintenance
Save time and money by prepaying for routine services. Simply 
pay for your Metris’ maintenance in advance and reduce the 
risk of unexpected cost increases for service down the road. 

Prepaid Maintenance helps you and your business in many ways:
•  Save money—up to 30%17—on routine maintenance costs, 

including parts, labor, and taxes.
•  Lock in costs for required services and protect against cost 

increases for parts and service.
•  Service is performed according to factory standards 

and specifications by factory-trained technicians at any 
authorized Mercedes-Benz Vans dealer using Genuine 
Mercedes-Benz Parts.

• Select the plan that meets your driving needs.
• Plan is transferable to subsequent Metris owner.
•  Purchase your plan at any time up to the first service or  

15,000 miles,12 whichever comes first.
 
Choose the plan that’s best for you:
• Two services or 30,000 miles
• Four services or 60,000 miles
• Six services or 90,000 miles
• Eight services or 120,000 miles

SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE



ENDNOTES

1. Warning: the forces of a deploying airbag can cause serious or fatal injuries to a child under age 13. The safest 
seating position for your child is in a rear seat, belted into an appropriate, properly installed child seat, or correctly 
wearing a seat belt if too large for a child seat. See Operator’s Manual for additional warnings and information on 
airbags, seat belts, and child seats.

2. Driving while drowsy or distracted is dangerous and must be avoided. ATTENTION ASSIST® may be insufficient to 
alert a fatigued or distracted driver and cannot be relied on to avoid an accident or serious injury.

3. Crosswind Assist engages automatically when sensing dangerous wind gusts at highway speeds exceeding  
50 mph. Performance is limited by wind severity and available traction, which snow, ice, and other conditions can 
affect. Always drive carefully, consistent with conditions.

4. COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST may not be sufficient to avoid an accident. It does not react to certain stationary 
objects, nor recognize or predict the curvature and/or lane layout of the road or every movement of vehicles ahead. 
It is the driver’s responsibility at all times to be attentive to traffic and road conditions, and to provide the steering, 
braking, and other driving inputs necessary to retain control of the vehicle. Drivers are cautioned not to wait for the 
system’s alerts before braking, as that may not afford sufficient time and distance to brake safely.

5. Blind Spot Assist may not be sufficient to avoid all accidents involving vehicles in your blind spot and does not 
estimate the speed of approaching vehicles. It should not be used as a sole substitute for driver awareness and 
checking of surrounding traffic conditions.

6. Lane Keeping Assist may be insufficient to alert a fatigued or distracted driver of lane drift and cannot be relied 
on to avoid an accident or serious injury.

7. Rear view camera is not a substitute for actively checking around the vehicle for any obstacles or people. Images 
displayed may be limited by camera field of view, weather, lighting conditions, and the presence of dirt, ice, or snow 
on the camera.

8. Actual rates, terms, down payment, and program eligibility will be determined by the Mercedes-Benz Financial 
Services Credit Team based upon the creditworthiness of the customer. 

9. Braking effectiveness also depends on proper brake system maintenance, and tire and road conditions. 

10. TRAC leases are limited to motor vehicles leased to businesses and used at least 50% of the time for business 
purposes. Consult your tax or financial advisor for tax and accounting treatments. 

11. In some states, this is a taxable transaction at lease end. Sales taxes on the purchase will be due in some states. 
Check with your tax advisor for details.

12. Driver is responsible for monitoring fluid levels and tire pressure between service visits. See Maintenance 
Booklet for details.

13. Unsecured cargo can become hazardous in a collision. Always secure cargo.

14. Extended Limited Warranty (ELW) is not available in all states. Contact your local Mercedes-Benz Vans dealer 
to verify availability.

15. Pre-wiring code EV6 required.

16. The Metris Roadside Assistance Program is available for vehicles covered under warranty and includes such 
services as towing, jump-start in the event of a dead battery, and assistance with the installation of a spare tire. 
Service charges apply for out-of-warranty vehicles.

17. Versus paying for services as you go. Potential savings vary by dealer.

18. No system, regardless of how advanced, can overcome the laws of physics or correct careless driving. Please 
always wear your seat belt. Performance is limited by available traction, which snow, ice, and other conditions can 
affect. Always drive carefully, consistent with conditions. Best performance in snow is obtained with winter tires.

19. Preliminary figures. 2016 EPA estimated fuel economy figures unavailable at time of publication. Please see 
your dealer. Compare the estimated mpg to the estimated mpg of other vehicles. You may get different mileage 
depending on how fast you drive, weather conditions, and trip length. Your actual combined mileage will probably 
be less than the combined estimate.

©2015 Mercedes-Benz USA, LLC, 303 Perimeter Center North – Ste 202, Atlanta, GA 30346 1-877-762-8267  
All illustrations and specifications contained in this brochure are based on the latest product information 
available at the time of publication. Volume measurements are according to SAE J1100. Mercedes-Benz reserves 
the right to make changes at any time, without notice, to colors, materials, equipment, specifications, and 
models. Any variations in colors shown are due to reproduction variations of the printing process. Illustrations 
may include test situations. Some vehicles may be shown with non-U.S. equipment. Some vehicles are shown 
with optional equipment available at extra cost. Some optional equipment may not be available individually  
and/or on all models.

For current information regarding the range of models, standard features, optional equipment, and/or colors 
available in the U.S. and their pricing, please contact your nearest authorized Mercedes-Benz Vans dealer. All rights 
reserved. Becker® is a registered trademark of Harman Becker Automotive Systems GmbH.
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